it is often thought that in the first line a stich must be missing. On the whole, the psalm has an abrupt style and displays unusual ideas. The relation between its different statements is not always easy to understand.
The end of the poem, v. 7, has been said to be totally unintelligible.
The metre is ir- -2, lb, 5b, 3, 6a, 4, 6b, 5a, 7 (S. Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien II [Kristiania, 1922] , p. 187); -2,1b, 5b, 3, 6, 4a.c.b.c, 5a, 7, 4c (W.O.E. Oesterley, The Psalms [London, 1939] ); -2, 1 b, 5b, 3, 7, 6, 4c.a.b, 5a (G. Wanke, BZAW 97 [1966] , pp. 21-2); -2, lb, 5b, 4a.b, 5a, 6, 7, 3 (New English Bible); -2, 1b, 5b, 6, 3, 4, 5a, 7 (H. Herkenne, HSAT V/2 [1936] ); -2, lb, 5b, 7, 3, 6a, 4, 6b, 5a (E. Podechard, Le Psautier II [Lyon, 1954] (2) At the suggestion of J. Wellhausen, vv. 4c and 6b are often joined into a single statement "This one was born here, that one was born there"; "this one" and "that one" would refer to Jews or proselytes, "here" and "there" to different countries. One may doubt whether the proposed order is linguistically acceptable. It implies a close connection between vv. 4a and 4b, to the effect that hinneh introduces further objects of 'azkir. However, hinneh does not seem to occur in this or a comparable position or function anywhere else in the Old Testament.
So it would seem that zeh yullad-šiim is a necessary complement of v. 4b.
II
The interpretation of Ps. lxxxvii must start from the current Massoretic text, which, to a considerable extent, is supported by the ancient versions. At one point, however, a correction appears to be justified, namely in v. 6a, where the reading biktob is strange. It is not plausible that only now, in the situation suggested by the poem, are the nations registered by YHWH.
The LXX, Theodotion, the Quinta, the Peshitta and the Targum speak of a "writing" or a "list". This supposes a reading bktb (biktiib), which is indeed found in some Hebrew manuscripts and is to be preferred.3 3 '
